Prejudices of an Elite. 
The Central Powers in Occupied Poland, 
1915–1918

When in 1915 the Central Powers conquered Congress Poland, which had been under Russian rule up to that time, they were not meeting Poles and Jews for the first time. Quite the contrary: Poles and Jews already served in their armies and were citizens and subjects of their kingdoms. The Austrians had treated Poles in Galicia very favourably, made them the ruling ethnicity in the region and discriminated against Ruthenes (Ukrainians) and Jews for their benefit. The Galician Poles had sent a large fraction to the Vienna Reichsrat, a fraction which was mostly conservative and rather loyal; from 1895 until 1897 Kazimierz Badeni even served as prime minister for the Cisleithanian half of the Dual Monarchy. The Prussians had mostly suppressed Polish national sentiments. They supported the large German minority in these regions, fought against Catholic influence and tried to Germanize — and assimilate — the locals. Polish political influence remained small; in Berlin Poles hardly made up five percent of the members of the Reichstag1. However, when war broke out in 1914, these elites remained loyal to the Kaiser2.

This article wants to show the sentiments and politics that the new rulers developed in the newly occupied German Generalgouvernement Warsaw and the Austro-Hungarian Military Generalgouvernement Lublin during the war. I will

1 Ph. Th e r, Deutsche Geschichte als imperiale Geschichte. Polen, slawophone Minderheiten und das Kaiserreich als kontinentales Empire, [in:] Das Kaiserreich transnational. Deutschland in der Welt 1871–1914, ed. S. Con r a d, J. O s t e r h a m m e l, Göttingen 2006, p. 129–148, here 137–141. Especially on Galicia: A. V. W e n d l a n d, Imperiale, koloniale und postkoloniale Blicke auf die Peripherien des Habsburgerreiches, [in:] Kolonialgeschichten. Regionale Perspektiven auf ein globales Phänomen, C. K r a f t, A. L ü d t k e, J. M a r t s c h u k a t, Frankfurt am Main 2010, p. 211–235, here 216–219.

consider attitudes towards Poland and Poles as well as towards Jews, who were the largest ethnic minority — in 1913 roughly 1.95 million Jews lived in Congress Poland. Given the large gaps in research on the occupation of Eastern Europe and Poland in World War I will restrict myself to the perceptions of the leading personnel, while the soldiers of the occupation forces cannot be considered here. For the Germans, I focus especially on Hans von Beseler, the Governor General of Warsaw, and for Austria–Hungary on Leopold von Andrian, the long–term envoy to Warsaw. I want to raise the question of how Poles and Jews were perceived by Andrian and Beseler, and how this contrasts with other information on the occupation. Were they seen as equal, or did imperial, colonial or antisemitic views veto this kind of sentiment? And were they considered to be “racially inferior” already in the First World War?

Andrian and Beseler knew each other and, although allied through the Central Powers, saw themselves as adversaries as their empires had contrasting aims in Poland. Both wrote many private letters which historians up to this day have largely ignored; this goes also for the somewhat less interesting diaries of the two antagonists. Many important papers drafted by these two men cannot be considered as private material but rather are official reports and briefings, which raises the question of whether to consider these as ego–documents and, more generally, what constitutes an ego document.

3 W.M. Glicksman, In the mirror of literature: The economic life of the Jews in Poland as reflected in Yiddish literature (1914–1939), New York 1966, p. 23.


For the German side, the discussion has been greatly influenced by Winfried Schulze, a historian of the Early Modern period. He argues that all documents that voluntarily or involuntarily reveal personal perceptions can be called ego-documents. This very broad definition makes many texts ego-documents. It is in this sense that Carlo Ginzburg in “The Cheese and the Worms” in 1976 used protocols from the French inquisition to reveal the everyday life and the ideas of people who did not write themselves, and in the previous year Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie had done the same for the peasant village of Montaillou in the Pyrenees.

However, there are differences between the reports and other, “classic”, ego-documents such as diaries or letters to friends: When writing to other, superior authorities, Beseler and Andrian mostly pursued political aims. And a self-justification for incidents in Poland in front of the Kaiser or the Austrian foreign ministry is different than explaining to a relative why certain things went wrong. As much as no ego-document is part of an action other than the writing itself, and part of an ex-post discourse on the legitimacy of the past, this is all the more true for the reports used here. Official documents usually are based on a higher degree of reflection prior to their being written, which is why personal sentiments can be over- or understated and always have to be seen in the context of the recipient’s suspected reaction. Yet this goes for all documents and even for most oral testimonies too. In the end, Andrian’s and Beseler’s papers will demonstrate that the distinction between private and official papers is not so huge and of lesser importance than the category of intent.

As these reports reveal many personal sentiments, they quite definitely can — and should — be used when investigating elitist perceptions among the Central Powers in occupied Poland. Together with private letters and texts from other high-ranking personnel, they allow us deep insight into prejudices against Jews and Poles. And as these men greatly influenced or even determined ethnic and national policies, they also allow reflections on the importance of these feelings for actual politics. This is what the last part of this article will address: What role do the personal sentiments of a leadership elite play — or how are they being transmitted into politics?

* * *

In May 1916 a report by the Vienna Foreign Ministry stated that Poland’s material supply was completely in the hands of “German [meaning Austrian] and Jewish officers”, with the latter preferring to cooperate with the local “Jewish merchants and speculators”. The Jews allegedly conducted “the most sophisticated speculation”, which in turn increased “the bitterness of the Polish population, which considered the Jews as a national enemy”. As Jews comprised 15 percent of the population in the Kingdom of Poland, antisemitism was of great relevance for the perception of the locals. This is even more true as roughly 85 percent of the Jewish population lived in cities, where most of the occupiers were stationed, so that contact was more common than suggested by the mere percentages.

The comments noted above point to a central feature: Polish antisemitism. I will not discuss this at length here, but it is remarkable how often the occupiers referred to it and justified their own actions by reference to it. In this way, their own antisemitism was tied to an alleged will of the Polish people. And indeed, policies especially in the Austro–Hungarian Military Generalgouvernement turned more and more against the Jews, first and foremost because it was felt that the Polish population could be won over in this way. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that neither Germany nor Austria–Hungary possessed a clear national policy for Congress Poland at the outbreak of war.

Against this background, the perception of the Jews is of particular importance because of concepts of national politics developed subsequently which aimed at a clear distinction between the Polish and Jewish populations. For Austria–Hungary it was Leopold von Andrian who first provided something like guidelines for policy towards the Jews. Born on 9 May 1875 in Berlin as the only son of an Austrian imperial aristocrat, he grew up in a well–off household. The family wealth, however, came primarily from his mother, who was the daughter of the famous composer Giacomo Meyerbeer. As a passionate supporter of the Austro–Hungarian Dual Monarchy, Andrian saw himself as doubly marked out, for he was both half Jewish and born outside the Habsburg realm in Prussian territory. His Jewish ancestry played a major role in that he under no circumstances wanted to be “discovered” as a Jew, for example through being seen as pro–Jewish. This perception as an outsider was reinforced by his homosexuality, a subject frequently

---

9 Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Haus–, Hof– und Staatsarchiv, Vienna (ÖStA HHStA), PA I, Liasse Krieg 11a — Polen / 919. Memorandum by the k.u.k. Foreign Ministry (Dr. Habicht) on Militärgeneralgouvernement Lublin, 15.5.1916.
10 W. M. Glicksman, In the mirror of literature, p. 23. For the economic relevance of Poland’s Jews cf. K. Zielinski, Stosunki polsko–żydowskie na ziemiach Królestwa Polskiego w czasie pierwszej wojny światowej, Lublin 2005, p. 32f.
11 Ibidem, p. 234.
discussed in his diaries, of which he was deeply ashamed — partly due to his strict Catholic upbringing — and which he attempted to conceal through two marriages\textsuperscript{13}.

Andrian had been an emissary in Warsaw since 1911, at that time the third city of the Russian empire. Andrian’s General Consulate had been established in 1818 and, while formally subordinate to the Embassy in St. Petersburg, it was able to act fairly independently due to the great significance of Poland and the Poles for the Habsburg Monarchy. As an envoy of an enemy nation, Andrian was forced to leave Warsaw at the outbreak of the war, but immediately took the position of advisor for Polish issues at the Foreign Ministry in Vienna. In this capacity, he made a name for himself before the end of 1914 with a highly annexationist and, considering the military situation at the time — the Russian Army had advanced deep into Galicia and eventually even captured Lemberg and Przemysl — utterly utopian memorandum\textsuperscript{14}, which was not far removed from the German “Griff nach der Weltmacht” (Fritz Fischer).

Already in 1911 Andrian, who always portrayed himself as an expert on Poland and friend of this nation, had written a briefing on the “Jewish problem” of the Russians. He examined the tough policy of the Czarist Empire, forcing Jews to settle in the “rayon”, that is outside of Central Russia and mainly on the territory of the old Rzeczpospolita, thus contributing to the Jews’ “national decomposition”\textsuperscript{15}. In terms of the economy, he said, this would lead to a rise of Poland because Jews were born tradesmen, but it also would lead to a cultural decline of the country and a strong “growth in antisemitism as a political factor previously not known in this country” — which of course Jews had brought upon themselves\textsuperscript{16}.

Under Russian rule, Jews were discriminated in various ways and could not hold government position. When the Central Powers occupied Poland, this changed slightly. Both Germany and Austria–Hungary had Jewish soldiers, officers and administrative personnel. Local administration remained largely Polish, and after 5 November 1916, when the governors–general in Warsaw and Lublin proclaimed the Kingdom of Poland, gained influence. But as neither Germany nor Austria–Hungary were actually willing to share their power, the Polish state and later privy council remained without greater influence. However, as will be shown later, Jews were granted voting rights on the communal level and thus could now take part in politics.

Looking at expressions by Austro–Hungarian officials in Poland during World War I, one can find substantial agreement with Andrian’s anti-Semitic attitude. In fact, the occupation authorities did receive unspecified Polish complaints about

\textsuperscript{13} G. Riederer, Der letzte Österreicher, p. 36–47.


\textsuperscript{15} Deutsches Literaturarchiv, Marchbach (DLA), Nachlass Andrian / 78.2.314 [formerly: 3753]. Andrian to Aehrenthal, 7.12.1911.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibidem.
a Jewish influence being “too much to bear”. The reaction of these authorities was characteristic: although they explained that those “protests were somewhat exaggerated”, they nevertheless conceded that Jews did “have a greater role in government” than “actually is desirable”; thus, one was willing to deal with this “mischief”\(^\text{17}\). The choice of words in Andrian’s letter points to the emerging discourse on hygiene that equated Jewish attributes with diseases: the army high command wanted “to cure these unhealthy conditions”\(^\text{18}\). Another pattern of argument can be found in this letter: the characteristics ascribed to Jews as a whole actually did not pertain to all Jews: “In leading administrative positions only two Jews can be found at all, and those two did distinguish themselves”\(^\text{19}\). Nota bene: these investigations did not refer to Jews from Poland but to Austro–Hungarian occupation personnel.

Apart from that, Austro–Hungarian occupiers often distanced themselves from Polish complaints that they considered exaggerated — thus portraying themselves as objective observers, who neutrally diagnosed true grievances, whilst they characterized antisemitism as primitive. This in turn included a denigration of Poles, as the occupiers did not consider themselves as antisemitic. In more than one case local Poles and Jews were thus considered equally unreliable or as susceptible to corruption\(^\text{20}\), even if complaints mostly focused just on Jews.

The implicit disparagement of their own colleagues, which can be found in the documents much more often than that of Polish Jews, was a political statement towards the Poles: their antisemitism was considered in a way normal and unchangeable. It seemed necessary to make concessions to the locals and to approve this sentiment to convince them of the advantages of Austro–Hungarian rule. In this sense it seemed reasonable not to use Jews for any economy–related tasks: “It has to be made clear towards the public, that the philo–Semitic trend has come to an end once and for all”\(^\text{21}\).

In the German Generalgouvernement in Warsaw antisemitism existed too. Until now, it has attracted considerably greater attention than that in the Austro–Hungarian zone of occupation. However, although there were similarities, conditions differed in important aspects. In general, the occupiers shared the idea of Poles being antisemitic — the Dual Monarchy thus deciding to ally itself with the majority sentiment — with their own attitudes mixing with the perceived attitudes of the locals. Germany followed a course eventually leading to an equal treatment

\(^{17}\) DLA, Nachlass Andrian / 78.2 [formerly: 3957]. Minutes of a meeting between the Army High Command and the Foreign Ministry on 3.6.1916, dated 5.6.1916.

\(^{18}\) P.J. Weindling, Epidemics and genocide in Eastern Europe 1890–1945, Oxford 2000, p. 103f.

\(^{19}\) DLA, Nachlass Andrian / 78.2 [formerly: 3957]. Minutes of a meeting between the Army High Command and the Foreign Ministry on 3.6.1916, dated 5.6.1916.

\(^{20}\) ÖStA HHStA, PA I, Liasse Krieg 56 h,i / 1032. Honning to Czernin, 24.11.1917.

\(^{21}\) Ibidem.
of Jews and gradually granting them full rights. Yet, this approach was driven by a pedagogical impetus that can be demonstrated by the example of communal voting as viewed by Hans von Beseler, the German Governor–General. The newly established system was intended to teach Jews — as minority — that they had “to pay attention to Polish sentiments”\textsuperscript{22}. The curial election system introduced by the Germans forced them to do so, as it divided male citizens into six voting registers according to their profession. “As the vast majority of Jews in fact are merchants, Jewish domination in other curiae is impossible. This is unavoidable due to the conditions in Poland and does not mean differentiating Jews for religious reasons, but results from the link to how Jews actually behave, from which each Jew can liberate himself”\textsuperscript{23}.

With this antisemitic undertone the occupiers were able to consider the wishes of the Polish majority and at the same time teach it a lesson in its “immoderateness” because the curia system favored the wealthy, many of whom were Jews. Consequently, in the towns Siedlce and Będzin communal elections actually resulted in a Jewish majority. In Beseler’s words: “Although such Jewish majorities are undesirable, they are nevertheless not to be objected to [...] as they have an educational influence on Poles by strengthening their contact with reality and at the same time show them that they must use all their power if they want to stand their ground in the cities”\textsuperscript{24}. Basically applicable was the assessment of Leopold von Andrian, who judged the curia system as follows: It discriminated against the Jews and thus was “more Polonophile than any Polish nationalist might have wished for”\textsuperscript{25}. As in the election Polish candidates sometimes lost against Jewish ones, this indicates against Andrian’s comment — but in his mind only showed that Poles did not really understand the “Jewish problem”.

This idea of educating Jews to become “normal” citizens — which of course is connoted with antisemitism — was widespread at that time\textsuperscript{26}. Clearly, it was derived from images the occupiers had in mind from home. In Germany, Beseler had met mostly assimilated Jews, often even baptized, who in the end were very “German” and patriotic. The Austrians, and with them Andrian, had dealt with “Eastern” Jews much more already prior to the war; they could meet them in Galicia, often also in Vienna, and for sure Andrian had seen them during his stay in Poland. Chassidism and the archetypical caftans, caps and beards were something


\textsuperscript{25} DLA, Nachlass Andrian / 78.2 [alt: 3287]. Andrian to Burian, 14.5.1916.

\textsuperscript{26} P. Maclean, \textit{Control and Cleanliness}, p. 52.
known — and it was known that these Jews were no “proper” citizens like those in Germany. So whilst the anti–Semitism of the Germans and of Beseler was, so to speak, optimistic because it allowed Jews to alter themselves, this was much less widespread among Austrians. Andrian is a clear example for this perception, for him Jews were a lost cause. In Germany, the image of the Eastern Jew that was so devastatingly influential in World War II, became popular only through the masses of soldiers returning from the Eastern front after 1918. In a way, the Austro–Hungarian interpretation was adopted, and then of course radicalized.

This perception also played a role when Jewish labor was to be used. The German authorities were indeed interested to lure as many men as possible to the Reich — mainly as farm hands during the harvest — but those should be only Poles because Jews were generally considered weak and unsuitable for heavier tasks. In a back and forth between necessities of war and prejudices the idea of education was ever present, because after all this would grant Jews the chance to become capable workers27.

Nevertheless, despite a certain policy of Jewish emancipation, the Generalgouvernement Warsaw was not interested in “trying to regulate the extremely intricate and difficult Jewish question”. Already in 1915, this seemed too complicated and possible only against increased resistance by Poles. During the war restlessness and agitation had to be avoided by all means28. At the same time, the Germans subscribed to Enlightenment thought and the concept of citizenship, to which all members of society should contribute. In November 1916 they therefore enacted a “Jewish Statute” which defined a religious community in public law and focused on the rights and obligations of this community and its local branches29. In addition, the Germans organized conferences of rabbis that were instructed on the importance of “often neglected pastoral care and social assistance activities”. At the same time they emphasized — in general correctly — that they had respected “the strictly orthodox views of the majority of Polish Jewry [...]”30. Of course this attitude was arrogant, but it was a quite moderate form of antisemitism, limited mainly to instructions.

29 Handbuch für das Generalgouvernement Warschau, ed. O. P l a n d t, E. G i n s c h e l, Warschau 1917, p. 384–396. “Verordnung die Organisation der jüdischen Religionsgesellschaft im Generalgouvernement Warschau betreffend”, 1.11.1916. Andrian criticised these measures, as they had “become known in Polish political circles and understandably had created much reluctance”. ÖStA HHStA, PA I, Liasse Krieg 56m–n / 1035. Andrian to Foreign Ministry, 8.11.1916.
Hans von Beseler was of the opinion that the Jews were to be “enhanced”, but not necessarily to be made into Poles. Among some of them he observed “in the language the foundations of higher culture [...]”; Beseler wanted to “gradually develop out of the Yiddish–German school an exclusively German school, thus introducing them to German culture, which is far superior to the witty but, in terms of general education values, backward Polish one. [...] The education of the Jewish national group in the sense of German culture [...] will be of paramount importance”\(^{31}\). This was the kind of “Germanization” that Warsaw’s General Governor envisaged — and with which he could hardly distance himself more from later Nazi ideas\(^{32}\). For him, assimilation meant the merging of Jews into German culture, because Jews were closer to it than were Poles.

However, Beseler was no philosemit. Even if he imagined a long–term assimilation of Jews, the Governor–General saw Polish Jewry as being very opportunistic and simply opting for the side from which they believed themselves gaining the greatest advantage — which in turn made them ungrateful for not heartily appreciating German policies\(^{33}\). In private letters to his wife, Beseler was even more pronounced and chose words that differed from his official statements: He regarded Jews as “a squalid, miserable people, whose rebirth will be long in coming”\(^{34}\). This should not come as a surprise, as antisemitism was widespread among the German military\(^{35}\) — and Beseler was a professional soldier.

He had been born in 1850 as the son of the prominent jurist and member of the Prussian Herrenhaus (House of Lords), Georg Beseler; his brother was Max von Beseler, from 1905 until 1917 Prussian Justice Minister and also a member of the Herrenhaus, and who in 1917 received the title of ‘von’. Hans von Beseler had already received this honor in 1904, as a kind of compensation for becoming not chief of the Prussian General Staff but only General Inspector of Fortresses. In 1911


\(^{33}\) BAMA, N 30 / 15. Minutes of a meeting at the Foreign Office, 3.11.1917.

\(^{34}\) BAMA, N 30 / 53. Beseler to his wife, 16.10.1915.

he took leave, but in 1914 was reactivated into military service. As a commanding general he distinguished himself by conquering the fortresses of Antwerp and Nowogeorgiewsk, the latter 20 miles north–west of Warsaw and soon to be known again by its Polish name Modlin. This victory cleared the path for the conquest of all of Russian Poland and was the main reason Beseler was named Governor General on 26 August 1915 and officiated until the end of the war — although he did not even speak Polish.

* Already prior to the war the estimates of the Polish majorities’ attitude towards the two Empires were of great importance for Vienna and Berlin, as their transnational connections were of significant relevance for domestic policy. Nevertheless, even Andrian was unable to report much positive news in this regard; in the years leading up to the First World War he considered the mood to be hardly favourable towards the Austrians, and put any positive attitudes down to utilitarian motives. In 1912 he wrote from Warsaw: “In the end, every Pole — regardless of his status and political affiliation — will always be a total nationalist, which means that among the overall political considerations he is only interested in the fate of the Polish nation, its re–creation, unification and possible consolidation. Some groups now do hope to get this from our Kaiser and from Austria, and in this hope rests on their austrophilia”[36].

Due to his comprehensive dealings with Poland, his contacts and also his considerable efforts to learn the Polish language, within the space of just a few years, Adrian had become an expert on Polish issues, which he always viewed within the context of imperial politics. Considering the standing and the freedom that he enjoyed in Warsaw, it is reasonable to assume that his assessments must have been able to find a wide consensus within the Austro–Hungarian Foreign Service. Together with Austro–Hungarian officers Adrian promoted leniency only when affordable, that is when genuine political interests were not endangered[37]. A hard hand seemed to be necessary in any case, as concessions would be viewed as weakness — at least this is what Vienna feared. Andrian conceded that the Russians had been quite successful with this kind of tactics, as they had ruled without many difficulties. Yet any comparison of the three partition powers should be in favor of the Dual Monarchy, as Prussian bureaucracy and Germanisation were daunting and Czarist rule inefficient and undermined “due to corruption especially among the lower ranks of its government bodies”[38].

This last quotation from June 1914 almost reads like a prophecy for an upcoming Austro–Hungarian occupation. Andrian’s assessment was critical towards Austro–Hungarian ambitions, too: In his opinion, Poles would always react very cautiously towards Habsburg courting not only for economic and ethnic reasons, but especially because they feared St. Petersburg more than Vienna. Their worst nightmare, however, would be that “in case of a victorious Austro–German war against Russia, due to the military dominance of the Germans, the lion’s share of the ceded parts of Poland would come under Prussian rule. That would be seen as the biggest national tragedy and as a ‘fourth partition of Poland’”39.

Andrian’s judgements would have remained hypothetical and of minor significance, had the First World War not broken out in the summer of 1914. Now ideas on politics towards Poles in Russia would be put to a test. And the perceptions of the Austro–Hungarian rulers in Russian Poland hardly differed from what their envoy had written in Warsaw some months previously. It is quite obvious that the diplomatic service and the officers’ corps of the Dual Monarchy shared a common sphere of experience — which resulted in similar patterns of interpretation. Poles from Galicia served only partially as an image for those from the Lublin Military Government. Official reports observed a “deeply rooted passivity” among the “wary peasant population”, which was troublesome particularly after the proclamation of the Kingdom of Poland on 5 November 1916. With the new allies, “too much ruthlessness and hardship during the requisitioning” of resources had to be avoided, and thus the upbringing deteriorated40. Just like Andrian, who had written on the necessity of a hard fist, the occupiers now reported the Poles’ unwillingness to contribute to the Central Powers’ war efforts. In their eyes, the locals were a lazy, lethargic and backward people that in the end only responded when methods were applied that the Russians already had used41.

Furthermore, Poles were seen as ungrateful for their liberation from the Russian yoke, because they rejected requisitioning — although “according to a consensus among all experts” this “did by no means reach the extents like in some parts of the Dual Monarchy; there can be no doubt that one lives significantly better here than at home”42. These biases were multi–layered, as ostensive accolade came with antisemitism: Jews were not considered to be lazy and sluggish, but born traders. The county commander of Sandomierz attributed the “outstanding” provisioning of his city mostly to the fact that he cooperated with Jews and not with Poles: the

39 Ibidem.
42 ÖStA, HHStA, PA I / 56a/1,2 / 1011. “Bericht Nr. 98 des Gesandten des Außenministeriums beim MGL”, 10.9.1917.
latter “would never reach the business routine of Jews and in this respect in many ways unfortunately are quite passive”\textsuperscript{43}. Elsewhere, complaints were raised about the simultaneous “presumptuous” attitude of Polish institutions, which officially collaborated with the occupiers and always demanded a leading role. However, the Austro–Hungarian officials were not willing to concede this prerogative, because from a psychological point of view one should not limit one’s own competences, as this would damage the standing of the administration\textsuperscript{44}.

Despite all these prejudices it was absolutely clear that Poland could be treated not as occupied enemy territory, but instead with consideration and as a potential ally. Austria–Hungary always pointed to the example of its rule in Galicia and depicted Prussia as horror. But self–administration was not an option, and in 1915 Leopold von Andrian characterized it as being in “stark contrast to the [Russian] regime so far and to the deeply rooted habits of the population”\textsuperscript{45}. As a passionate monarchist and supporter of Austro–Hungarian rule in Eastern Europe, Andrian felt that autonomy would be “an abrupt contrast to the previous regime and to the deeply rooted habits of the population”, and thus advised against such liberties\textsuperscript{46}.

This hypocrisy contrasted with insightful reflections and was influenced by a learning process — for example, when in 1917 Andrian warned that Congress Poland should not be seen only against the background of the positive relations in Galicia. At that time, he saw no homogenous society, but quite the opposite: differing, in part competing stakeholders, which were by no means automatically austrophile just because they refused German or Russian rule. Still, Andrian was convinced that Polish political parties would at any time prefer the way that offered the most chances for a national unity and independence. If this was to happen via Austria–Hungary, first and foremost one had to act consequently and get rid of outdated ideas of a quasi–natural bond between Poland and the Habsburg Empire\textsuperscript{47}.

Accordingly, in the Lublin government sympathies towards Poles were not very pronounced, but the occupiers still saw Jews as the greater of two evils and had less prejudices towards the Catholic population. Yet, the situation in Congress Poland was different from the accepted and privileged position Poles enjoyed in Galicia. The Austrians perceived a cultural gradient and were especially displeased because they were not warmly welcomed. The eagerness for independence did not match the expected gratitude for the sacrifices they had made to conquer — and liberate — the country\textsuperscript{48}.

\textsuperscript{43} AGAD, 312 / 205, Bl. 97–100. Kreiskommando Sandomierz, 1.6.1916.
\textsuperscript{44} AGAD, 312 / 215, Bl. 523 f. Kreiskommando Jedrzejow to Militärgeneralgouvernement Lublin, 16.8.1916.
\textsuperscript{45} ÖStA, HHSTA, PA I, Liasse Krieg 11a — Polen / 918. Andrian to Burián, 23.6.1915.
\textsuperscript{46} Ibidem.
\textsuperscript{47} DLA Marbach, Nachlass Andrian / 78.2.82 [formerly: 3992]. “Rückschau auf die Tätigkeit in Warschau”, February 1917.
\textsuperscript{48} S. Lehnstaedt, Der koloniale Blick? Polen und Juden in der Wahrnehmung der Mittelmächte,
Andrian’s actions and argumentation reveal him as an avid proponent of Austro–Hungarian interests who was interested in real Polish autonomy merely for tactical reasons. In this regard, his opinions were consistent with those of the German occupying forces, for whom the independence of the locals was relevant only if it served their own benefit. Both empires competed for Polish support and were well aware of their respective policies — which in turn they tried to sabotage. This is why Governor General Hans von Beseler commented on a suggestion by Andrian to entrust the puppet Polish State Council not only with the administration of justice and schools but also with that of farming, mining and public works, in a marginal note simply with the word “nonsense!”

Beseler was not a diplomat like Andrian, and neither was he an expert on Poland. However, already in 1892, he had travelled through Russian–Poland for a study trip for the German General Staff. This had led him to the conclusion that in case of a war, the local population might be useful for the German army command, but probably unreliable allies for German politics. On the one hand, the years before 1914 had seen a hardening of Prussian policies towards Poles; on the other, in Russia the revolution of 1905 brought some easing. It is not clear in how far Beseler reflected these changes in his views. Yet in his first months in office in Warsaw he wrote quite positively about Poles. He praised their commitment to reconstruction and their patriotism, yet he also reported that this was hardly based on actual experience, as the Russians had rejected any form of cooperation and instead had installed a “paternalistic system”; at the same time, Poles would tend to overly politicize economic and communal problems. This halfway positive evaluation was based on Beseler’s self–perception as an explicitly apolitical man, who wanted to guarantee prosperity and order but did not consider processes of political negotiation as necessary.

Beseler saw Poland’s “physical, mental and political development” in the previous century as “rudimentary” due to “Russian mismanagement”. At the same time he was well aware how sweeping his judgement was, which is why he rarely wrote about “the” Poles, because like Andrian he observed a “deep division between the different layers of the population”. They had adapted themselves to St. Petersburg’s rule — the lax, corrupt administration had opened up possibilities which under German governance in 1916 no longer existed — and which they


49 Bundesarchiv–Militäarchiv Freiburg, Nachlass Hans von Beseler (N 30) / 14. Telegram of the Reich Chancellor to Beseler, 9.5.1917. At this time, Andrian was already back in Vienna as an advisor for Poland (see below).


now bitterly missed. Already in January 1916 Beseler had rejected the popular desire for full independence: “Poland bases her claims upon historical incidents and actual or alleged injuries in the past; nobody can demand from us that we take this into consideration”. The country was now no longer “entitled to see its national and political wishes being completely fulfilled. Despite its vitality and its ability to learn and to develop, it will never again be called to an autonomous, let alone decisive role in the great struggle of the modern world of states; arguably, it can be a valuable aide for Western culture against the rigid and uninspired lack of culture (Unkultur) of the East. It has to come to understand that its intellectual and material interests will receive nourishment only from the West, but never from the East”.

It is remarkable that Beseler did not see Poles as being part of the “unculture of the East”, but quite the contrary as a bulwark against it. He thus attributed to them positive features and considered them — despite using the term “folk culture” [Volkstum] — to be a nation, and saw their culture as being influenced from the West. As a kind of transition state between East and West — or better a buffer state between three empires — it might after all only play a junior role under the Central Powers’ dominance. Like other observers, Beseler repeatedly criticised Polish nationalism, which he considered to be arrogant; given the position of Poland as an occupied country, many claims for sovereignty and self-determination in his eyes were simply unrealistic and hyperbole.

In official reports and in letters to his wife Beseler emphasised again and again just how much Poland had suffered under Czarist rule. In the first years of the war he pitied “the people that certainly is talented and has lovely qualities”.

In the course of the occupation Beseler’s assessment changed as his anger about the political complications involved in the “Polish Question” grew, anger which also was due to the underhand and tactical maneuvering of the local elites. His attitude towards the country became increasingly negative, and the more Beseler’s ambitions crumbled, the more embittered he became. What had been, at least initially, partial openness towards the country and its people diminished, whilst his prejudices against the Catholic Church and Catholics emerged. Like the head of Warsaw’s civil administration, Wolfgang von Kries, Beseler was a deeply Protestant man with close relations to the Hohenzollern court chaplain Ernst Dryander.
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In 1917 at the latest Beseler consistently voiced complaints about the “country of unlimited troubles”\(^{59}\). Thus, guilt for an occupation that did not meet expectations of resources to be delivered and soldiers to be recruited was transferred from himself to the Poles. The Governor General increasingly felt he was in a “witches’ cauldron” of dog–eat–dog and constant intrigue\(^{60}\). This is why he insinuated that the population had no interest in the Central Powers’ war efforts and, in contrast to the altruistic and helpful Germans, were always and only looking for their own benefit. In the course of these reflections he also changed the national attributes he ascribed to the Poles, attributes that now were much more negative. Beseler wrote for instance of the “in parts quite regressive culture” and the necessary enhancement of the country\(^{61}\). Where, earlier on, he had stressed positive characteristics, he now emphasised negative ones and described the country as backward, hardly modern and unorganised. By contrast, this meant that the Germans and he himself were above all more highly developed and capable of improvement\(^{62}\). It seemed to be necessary to rule “with a hard hand and a clear will”, since peasants for instance had a “natural laziness and passivity”\(^{63}\).

Still, Beseler did not speak of racial attributes, as this kind of thought was alien to him and his leadership cadres, all of which came from the conservative elites of the Kaiserreich. One’s own hubris, however, was attributed to the Poles, who “constantly looked down with contempt upon the Russians, and often with arrogance upon other nations”. This again was largely anger at the ingratitude of the Poles for all the alleged German sacrifices: the locals “only rarely had a deep understanding of the German culture of mind”\(^{64}\). And when dealing with other ethnic groups like Ukrainians, Belarussians or Jews they would present themselves as “rather cruel and ruthless brutal persons”, who had “never quite understood how to win over other people, despite always babbling on about their great tolerance”\(^{65}\). The same was of course true also for the German occupation, and it clearly demonstrates that in the end, Beseler had not understood the ethnic situation in Poland. To a lesser degree, this is even true for Andrian, and links the attitude towards Poles with the one towards Jews: In the occupiers’ eyes, Poles still had to learn how to deal with ethnic ideas if they wanted to become a “proper” state — of course from Germany or Austria Hungary.

\(^{59}\) Deutsche Warschauer Zeitung, No. 262, 23.9.1917: “Empfang deutscher Reichstagsabgeordneter durch Generalgouverneur von Beseler”.

\(^{60}\) BAMA, N 30 / 53. Beseler to his wife, 26.3.1916.

\(^{61}\) BAMA, N 30 / 56. Beseler to his wife, 11.8.1918.

\(^{62}\) A. Stempin, Deutsche Besatzungsmacht und Zivilbevölkerung, p. 163.


\(^{64}\) Zwei Jahre deutscher Arbeit im Generalgouvernement Warschau, Berlin 1917, p. 6.

\(^{65}\) BAMA, N 30 / 56. Brief Beselers an die Frau, 25.1.1918.
The German high-handedness, often combined with missing empathy and a lack of understanding for Polish wishes, could be observed again and again in assessments of the local elites, which officially were considered to be partners. For instance in December 1916 Beseler commented about Józef Piłsudski, who at that time was commander of the Polish Legions that were to fight side by side with the Germans against the Czarist army: “He is not ungifted, personally certainly honest, but insubordinate and probably lacking serious insight military amateur and demagogue has a virtually hypnotic influence on Polish circles and, as the creator of the Legions, is admired and adored as a national saint”.

About fifteen years ago Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius published a widely read study on the “War Land on the Eastern Front”. His results may be valid for Ober Ost, but this territory was not representative of occupied Eastern Europe; it was an exception. The start of a radicalization which began in 1914 and led eventually to the Holocaust cannot be observed in occupied Poland – in neither its German nor its Austro-Hungarian part. There was no single perspective on the occupied nor were conclusions derived directly from experience. Thinking in racial categories occurred only in exceptional cases, even if both occupiers considered themselves as part of culturally and militarily superior civilizations.

The dynamic and changing perception of the locals by Germany and Austria-Hungary — as expressed here exemplarily by Leopold von Andrian and Hans von Beseler — had much in common. Both characterized Poles as hopeless nationalists and antisemites; this characterization may have been applicable, but it also perpetuated their own sense of superiority as they did not ascribe these attributes to themselves. Apart from that, Andrian differentiated much more clearly between Poles and Jews than the Germans did. This was symptomatic of the antisemitism of the Habsburg Empire, which also was strongly directed against its own personnel and was a sign of the weaker internal cohesion in the empire. The same was

---

not apparent in the Warsaw Generalgouvernement. There, Poles and Jews were considered to be similarly backward, with Jews more likely to become allies and to be “Germanisable”. As Oded Heilbronner recently pointed out, the Kaiserrreich had developed social codes that often were directed more against Catholics and Poles than against Jews. In Austria–Hungary, Andrian and his compatriots saw Poles much more positively than Jews; Vienna’s envoy even propagated discriminating against the latter in order to win over the former.

Already before 1914 Andrian was Vienna’s expert on Poland and must be considered the most important figure in the foreign service concerning this issue. Via the foreign ministers Burián and Czernin he directly influenced occupation politics — and the relations with their German ally. Especially in Warsaw this influence can be seen indirectly through Beseler’s eyes. More than once Beseler complained about the Austrian emissary and his politics, and in early 1916 he began working to have him replaced. This was achieved by the end of the year via the Foreign Ministry in Berlin, as the Austro–Hungarian ambassador there, Gottfried von Hohenlohe, considered Andrian’s attitude to be counterproductive; Hohenlohe had also noticed how tendentious Andrian’s sources were, mostly being from conservative–clerical sections of society. Hans von Beseler commented on Andrian’s exit on 9 January 1917: “good that he is gone”. Andrian’s successor was Stephan von Ugron, who until then had been the advisor on Polish affairs at the Foreign Ministry and with whom Andrian now switched places, working subsequently on his area of expertise from Vienna. This again shows the degree to which he was indispensable to the Foreign Ministry.

Having returned to Vienna, Andrian wrote a comprehensive concluding report on his activities in Warsaw which was intended to represent a culmination of his Poland expertise. The self–justifying character of this work cannot be overlooked, and Andrian emphasised repeatedly how much more positive the situation would have been for Vienna in 1917 if his recommendations stretching back to the period before the war had “been accepted and put into practice not only by the Foreign Ministry, but also by the Habsburg government”. He also claimed that the only reason for his removal from his post in Warsaw was the animosity towards him.

---


74 DLA Marbach, Nachlass Andrian / 78.2.82 [formerly: 3992]. “Rückschau auf die Tätigkeit in Warschau”, February 1917.
within the German Foreign Ministry and within the occupation authorities in Warsaw due to his vision and clear-sightedness. 75

When war broke out, neither Germany nor Austria-Hungary had a precise idea of the complex national and ethnic interrelations in Poland. Thus, they did not claim to view the interests of all groups in a differentiated way — or even to meet them. Rather they simply were convinced that the whole population would welcome them as liberators from the Russian yoke. 76 At the same time, both occupiers came from empires that quite clearly had pursued specific policies in Galicia and Western Prussia when it came to national issues: To distinguish between ethnicities had been — in quite dissimilar ways — fundamental, and in accordance to imperial action elsewhere the different population groups were, each in a specific way, subject to their empires.

The Central Powers started observing and assessing Poland’s inhabitants within this known framework. Hans von Beseler noted in January 1916 that the approaches in the two General Governments were not as fundamentally different as had been the prior approaches of the empires: Austria-Hungary had “developed Galicia as a solely Polish territory”, whilst Prussia had tried “if not to Germanize its Poles, at least to incorporate them fully into the German state society and to infuse them with German intellectual and economic culture”. 77 In short, Beseler thus had identified the differences between the politics of the two occupying powers. Yet, for the occupied territory, which he labelled as Polish, he referred to certain ethnic minorities and mentioned particularly the high number of Jews.

As Beseler was certain that Jews had to “comply without reserve, but self-evidently as equal citizens” with a Polish state, 78 he first and foremost aimed at equality of treatment. Arkadiusz Stempin has characterized this policy as “pragmatic reluctance”, because German ideas of a just administration forbade favoring one ethnic group over another — which applied even to the German minority. 79 In this respect, Warsaw avoided taking determined steps onto the complex terrain of national rivalries; this most certainly would have evoked trouble, which due to the unclear future of the country prior to the proclamation of the Kingdom on 5 November 1916 seemed unnecessary. 80

The same was true for the Habsburg zone of occupation. When the historian and field rabbi Meir Bałaban was sent to Lublin as a consultant for Jewish affairs in January 1917, he was highly critical of the education politics for Jews and attested to considerable ignorance with regard to Jewish interests and needs. 81 At the same

75 Ibidem.
76 P. Maclean, Control and Cleanliness, 50.
78 Ibidem.
79 A. Stempin, Deutsche Besatzungsmacht und Zivilbevölkerung, p. 155.
80 Ibidem.
time, like Julius Berger in Generalgouvernement Warsaw, he wanted to introduce the Jews in Congress Poland to the advantages of enlightened rule and modern citizenship. Austria–Hungary should elevate them from the “gloomy alleys, from the mud of the ghetto and from the depression of the middle ages”: in this war, one could finally “raze the walls of the last ghettos”\textsuperscript{82}.

In the end, for Austria–Hungary it was especially the Ukrainian (Ruthenian) minority that became politically relevant. In the Military Generalgouvernement in Lublin, the problematical rivalry of Ukrainians and Poles — already encountered in Galicia — continued, even if the authorities in the crown land were much more favorable to the latter. The envisaged cession of the counties Chełm and Hrubieszów to Ukraine, with which a peace treaty had been negotiated in February 1918, led to huge protests and riots throughout the Polish territories\textsuperscript{83}. However, in Vienna the planned transfer was interpreted only as a continuation of the nationality politics in Galicia that privileged the dominant ethnic group — and in these two counties that group was Ukrainians. Hans von Beseler regarded things in a much more realistic manner and considered the ceding of these territories as a fourth partition of Poland; he regarded this as undermining all efforts to get along with the Poles\textsuperscript{84}.

This rather reluctant approach of the occupiers is remarkable, because their leading personnel were by no means free from antisemitism and prejudices against Poles. However, they did not formulate recommendations — let alone instructions for action — on the basis of these stereotypes. The Generalgouvernement in Warsaw took deliberate care not to discriminate against a national group. Concepts of social order were limited rather pragmatically to securing and facilitating German rule — which did not imply a rearrangement of ethnic relations. Even the proclamation of the Kingdom of Poland in November 1916 did not change this. A bit later, however, Beseler abandoned this principle of neutrality in favor of the German minority, sponsored their legal status and guaranteed them autonomous schooling\textsuperscript{85}. Nevertheless, this did not imply primacy over Poles; it was much more about preserving some minority privileges.

Beseler even recommended in Berlin the resettlement of Germans from the Generalgouvernement to the Reich. This, however, was to be conducted on a voluntary basis, and he did not consider it opportune to weaken small German villages by resettling only some of their inhabitants because this would hasten

\textsuperscript{85} A. Stempin, \textit{Deutsche Besatzungsmacht und Zivilbevölkerung}, p. 169.
assimilation. In this respect, his nationality policies did not aim at ethnic diversity, but neither did they imply discrimination or even Germanisation. Given the huge numerical dominance of Poles and the weakness of the German minority, Warsaw hardly tried to strengthen the latter. Beseler’s recommendation was clear–cut: “Poland is too heavily populated for it be considered as a territory for settlers”86.

Can these perceptions be described as a colonial discourse? Shelley Baranowski writes in reliance on Liulevicuis: “Rather than looking upon the district as composed of peoples with complex histories and cultures, albeit underdeveloped ones, who could be manipulated into submitting to German benevolence, the east evolved in German eyes into a project with the potential for Realizing the Pan German vision of a vast space ripe he continued civilizing effects of Germandom”87. The empirical research on the Kingdom of Poland shows little that allows such a view88.

The planned extensive exploitation of the country led to a dichotomy in the ways the occupation developed89, and of course this was driven by the highly imperialist intention at very least to integrate Poland permanently into one’s own sphere of rule. Yet, German nationality politics aimed at indirect dominance over another state, while Austria–Hungary’s aimed at incorporation as a crown land — and both changed after the proclamation of the Kingdom of Poland. As mutuality to overseas colonialism there existed a certain alienation strangeness towards the locals, and these were also the subject of stereotyping, but that was due only to a small part on racial reasons90. Poles were regarded as a nation, not as people; they were less developed, but still a part of the European culture area. Also, ‘politics of difference’ were applied in another form, as was common in the colonies91: Poles

86 BAMA, N 30/15. Minutes of a meeting at the Foreign Office, 3.11.1917.
87 S. Baranowski, Nazi Empire: German Colonialism and Imperialism from Bismarck to Hitler, Cambridge 2011, p. 90. The same argument by K. Kopp, Germany’s Wild East: Constructing Poland as Colonial Space, Ann Arbor 2012.
90 This in contrast to Ph. Ther, Deutsche Geschichte als imperiale Geschichte, p. 140.
should after all be won over as a kind of junior partner. And even if there was the idea of an ‘elevation’, this was not a fundamental civilizing mission like in Africa, but rather rising to a higher level. Furthermore, in Poland the connection with the Christianization, which in Africa was a key element of this ‘mission’, was lacking. Jews, in that respect, were to become proper citizens and assimilated, but not baptized or removed from the country.

For Austria–Hungary it is even harder to speak of colonialism, because there Poles were regarded even better than in Germany, and also were courted more. Not even anti–Semitism fits into this concept, as not even he was legitimized racially in Poland, but once more aimed on cultural issues and allowed assimilation, whereas colonialism explicitly excluded the latter. In total, its ‘maritime’ form had less in common with the perception of the locals in the Kingdom of Poland. Thus, the occupiers’ images of Poles and Jews should rather be described as imperial views upon nations of the European periphery.

In the end, Andrian’s and Beseler’s diaries and letters tell much about their perceptions and thoughts. Beyond that, their reports reveal personal perceptions that are not filtered by someone else’s views. What sets them apart from other writings produced by state personnel is their top–level position. This explicitly allowed them to state their own impressions, even if they tried to make these look objective. Yet in contrast to lower–level bureaucrats, the writer is clearly recognizable as a specific individual92 — and this fact is not hidden, but appreciated by the readers. It is exactly this intention that makes the papers special: It can offer valuable insights into “classic” ego–documents, as most texts probably tell something unwittingly about their author. In this sense, they can be considered ego–documents themselves.

Still, from none of these papers one can deduce a direct link to Andrian’s or Beseler’s political actions, which often opposed personal sentiments. In no way was there a government–run attempt to destroy Jewish existence or to implement the existing stereotypes. Quite the contrary, the Central Powers largely tried to respect Jewish identity and associated way of life. Poland was not actually a striking exception among the territories in occupied Eastern Europe; even in infamous Ober Ost Jews were affected mostly by the consequences of the brutal exploitation93. If a cause–and–effect relationship is true not even for influential top–level personnel, what relevance do their ego–documents have at all? Such sources from only two
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men are probably too limited to allow for generalising conclusions, and in principle more research is necessary. Yet it seems quite clear that during World War I social and political norms existed that — despite all prejudices — restricted the horizon of action and thought. This would then be the exact opposite of what occurred under German rule during World War II. State ideology and politics do matter, for the Kaiserreich, the Dual Monarchy, and National Socialism.

Uprzedzenia elit. Państwa centralne na ziemiach polskich 1915–1918


Z żadnego z przeanalizowanych dokumentów nie da się wywnioskować istnienia bezpośredniego związku politycznych działań Andriana czy Beselera, które pozostawałyby w sprzeczności z ich osobistymi opinionami. Wydaje się, że w czasie I wojny światowej obowiązywały normy społeczne i polityczne, które — pomimo wszystkich uprzedzeń — ograniczały swobodę działania i myślenia przedstawicieli władz okupacyjnych. Zupełnie inaczej, niż w czasie niemieckiej okupacji w czasach II wojny światowej. Spostrzeżenie to prowadzi do wniosku, że oficjalna ideologia i polityka państwa są ważne — dla Cesarstwa Niemieckiego, Austro-Węgier i narodowego socjalizmu.